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NEW QUESTION: 1
Source MAC address-based VLANs are an example of which group of VLAN types?
A. Address based
B. Weighted
C. MAC based
D. Policy based
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:https://downloads.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/100104650(page 115)

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each
question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct
solution.
After you answer a question in this sections, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result,
these questions will not appear in the review screen.
You are working on an Azure Machine Learning experiment.
You have the dataset configured as shown in the following table.
You need to ensure that you can compare the performance of the models and add annotations
to the results.
Solution: You connect the Score Model modules from each trained model as inputs for the
Evaluate Model module, and use the Execute R Script module.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn905915.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which Initiative demonstrates that the organization need to participate in an API economy?
A. instituting a big data analytics program
B. building an ecosystem of partners and vendors
C. establishing a continuous delivery pipeline
D. a driving cold-chain logistics
Answer: A
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